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EDITORIALS

bare bones of the story may suffice-'three houses out of four in a row where patients
have diabetes'; 'since I have been in the practice we have had four patients with multiple
sclerosis and three worked at the sawmill'. It is from such observations, which smack
of folklore as much as of responsible epidemiology, that larger and more coherent
patterns may be built up. Those reporting occurrences, no matter how bizarre, may
later be asked to follow up their first report by providing more detailed information.
It may well be that certain features will recur in reports on a given condition and from
these a questionnaire may be derived which can be applied to future instances of suspected clustering, and modern computer technology, just round the corner, may lead us
to recognition of causes of which we are now quite unsuspecting.

PRACTICE ORGANIZATION EXHIBITION
Any doctor who has half an hour to spare in London should visit the Royal College
of General Practitioners at 14 Princes Gate. The Practice Organization Committee
have recently re-organized the exhibits, and have a display of some of the achievements
of modem general practice, particularly the 'Practice Book'.
One of the main shortcomings of general practice for the practitioner is his inability
to compare his experience with that ofhis colleagues on buildings, organizational methods,
and deployment of staff. Some manage to visit other practices, but this is a time consuming occupation demanding much effort even if they should know whom to visit. To
remedy this, the committee have endeavoured to paint a word picture of a number of
general practices, illustrated if possible by photographs and plans. The description is
of the practitioners, their organization and method, their work-load and the general
pattern of their week with off duty and rotas outlined. The internal organization of the
staff and attached staff is described, their equipment and the physical environment in
which they work. This has been done by the co-operation of a number of highlyorganized doctors in filling in questionnaires, and the committee are most grateful for
their help. It is proposed to update it each year, and any offers or suggestions for further
practices to be included in the Practices Book would be most welcome. The purpose
of the Practices Book is to hold a mirror up to general practice, so that all interested
doctors can see the style of current practice.
Also in the room is a small exhibition, changing about every two months which
highlights various aspects of general practice, with particular emphasis on its organization.
The Practice Organization Committee rely heavily on the goodwill and continued
interest of all doctors, and would be delighted to welcome you to the exhibition, and
even more pleased to hear your suggestions for its improvement. General practice is
in a state of development at the moment, and this type of exhibition preserves the best
of the traditional approach to general practice as well as showing the newest facets in
its progress.

